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The estimated weighted empirical quantile process is introduced, and under mild 
regularity conditions is shown to converge weakly in L2(0, 1) to a Gaussian 
process. This leads to an elementary approach to the derivation of the asymptotic 
null distribution of Cramer-von Mises type statistics for testing a composite null 
hypothesis based on the sample quantile function and estimated parameters. Special 
emphasis is given to the location/scale composite null hypothesis. . ! ! : I  1986 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, ,..., X, be independent random variables with common dis- 
tribution function F, and let A’,,, < . . . 6 X, n denote their order statistics. 
For UE (0, 1) let Q(U) = inf{x: F(x) 2 U} denote the inverse function of F, 
which we call from now on the quantile function of F. Define the sample 
quantile function to be Q,Ju) = X,,,, + I,n for u E (0, l), where [x] signifies 
the greatest integer <x. 
Consider the composite null hypothesis that the X’s have a common dis- 
tribution function that lies in a specified location and scale family. We can 
write this null hypothesis in two equivalent forms: 
CL/S1 f&I: The X’s have a common distribution function 
F,,((x - ,u)/cJ)), where - cc < ,U < cc and 0 < r~ < co are unknown, but F, is 
specified; or in terms of the quantile function 
[L/S1 Ho: The X’s have a common quantile function Q = ,u + crQO, 
where p and 0 are unknown and Q, is the quantile function of FO. 
For testing the null hypothesis that the A?“s are normally distributed with 
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unknown mean p and standard deviation n, de Wet and Venter [8] 
proposed the statistic 
where xn and s, denote the sample mean and sample standard deviation, 
and @- ’ is the quantile function of the standard normal distribution. They 
showed that this test is asymptotically equivalent to the Shapiro and Wilk 
[ 191 test and that there exist centering constants a,= EL, such that if H, is 
true 
where 2,) Z,,..., are independent standard normal random variables. 
de Wet and Venter [9 J also considered similar sample quantile function 
based goodness-of-fit tests for scale families and derived their asymptotic 
distribution under the null hypothesis. For an elegant approach to general 
statistics of this type, refer to Gregory [ 121. 
Csiirgo and RCvCsz [63 and Csiirgo [7] pointed out that these de Wet 
and Venter type statistics have two disadvantages. First, they require com- 
plicated centering constants in order to have a limiting null distribution; 
and second, they tend to place too much emphasis on deviations in the 
tails. 
To counterbalance these disadvantages Csiirgii and Revesz [6] proposed 
for [L/S] H, the following class of goodness-of-fit statistics: 
where f. denotes the density of F,, ,I is a specified positive integer, and fl 
and 8 are estimators of p and (T, respectively. Under various regularity con- 
ditions on Q, with I; = Xn and 6 = S, they showed that M,(I), without need 
of normalizing constants, has an asymptotic null distribution equal to that 
of an integral functional of a Brownian bridge, which is independent of p 
and cr but depends on Q,. This statistic is constructed to be more evenly 
sensitive to deviations in the middle and extreme quantiles than the de Wet 
and Venter type statistics. (They remarked that the statistic M,(I) need not 
be consistent if ,4 is even, but is always consistent if 1 is odd.) For further 
work on this statistic, using estimators for p and g other than x, and s,, 
see Aly and Csiirgii [ 11. 
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Consider the general composite null hypothesis: 
CGI Ho: The X’s have a common quantile function Q(. ) = Q,( 9, t3), 
where Q, is specified, 8 E @ E [Wk is unknown, and @ is the parameter 
space assumed to be an open subset of IW“. 
We will investigate quadratic goodness-of-lit tests of [G] H, of the form 
where w  is a nonnegative weight function defined on (0, 1) x @ and 8 is an 
estimator of O,,, the true value of 9. These tests constitute an obvious 
generalization of the statistics considered by C&go and Rtvesz [6] and 
Aly and Csijrgii [ 11. Recently Mason [ 141 has investigated the asymptotic 
null distribution of statistics of the above form for the case of a simple null 
hypothesis. Notice that these tests are the sample quantile function 
analogues of Cramer-von Mises statistics based on the estimated empirical 
process. Refer to Durbin [lo], Neuhaus [ 151, Stephens [20], and Burke, 
M. CsSrgii, S. Csorgo, and Rev&z [S], for studies of the asymptotic 
properties of tests based on the estimated empirical process. 
We will introduce an elementary approach to the derivation of the 
asymptotic null distribution of the above class of statistics. It will be based 
on the asymptotic properties of the following two versions of the estimated 
weighted empirical qua&e process [e.w.e.q. process]: 
Let w  be a nonnegative function defined on (0, 1) x 0, and let 0 be an 
estimator of 8,. We then define 
F,“‘(u) = n%@, @,{ Q,(u) - Q(u, @} (1) 
for u E (l/(n + 1 ), n/(n + 1)) and zero elsewhere; and 
B,“‘(u) = n”*w’,(u, e,{ Q,(u) - Q((Cnul + 1 I/b + 11, @} (2) 
for u~(0, l), where w,(u, a)= w(([nu] + l)/(n+ l), 8). (When e=f3,,, we 
write r;(u) = i,“(u) and q;(u) = g,“‘(u).) 
Let L2(0, 1) denote the Hilbert space of all real valued functions f 
defined on [O, l] such that 
with inner product ( 0, . ) defined for f and g E L*(O, 1) to be 
CL g> = l’f(u) g(u) du. 
683,08/l-7 
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We will determine general conditions on Q,, w  and the estimator 0 
under which these two versions of the e.w.e.q. process converge weakly in 
L’(O, 1) to a Gaussian process (say) /leO, perhaps depending on 00, in 
L*(O, 1). In particular, since I(. II* is a continuous functional defined on 
L*(O, l), we will be able to conclude immediately that under [G] H,, 
(Refer to Neuhaus [15] for a weak convergence in Z,‘(O, 1) approach to 
the study of the asymptotic properties of Cramer-von Mises statistics 
based on the estimated empirical process.) 
2. A GENERAL WEAK CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
In this section we establish a general weak convergence theorem, that 
will be instrumental in determining conditions under which the e.w.e.q. 
process converges weakly in L*(O, 1) to a Gaussian process. First we 
introduce some notation. 
For each n > 1 let U,,..., U, be independent uniform (0, 1) random 
variables and let Ur,, < .. . 6 U,., denote their order statistics. For each 
n 2 1 let G, denote the empirical distribution function based on U, ,,.., U,, 
and let 
E,(u) = n”‘(G,(u) - u) for UE [0, l] 
denote the uniform empirical process. 
It is well known that if X, ,..., X, are independent random variables with 
common quantile function Q, that X,,, ,..., X,,, have the same distribution 
as Q( U,,n),...r Q( U,,,). To simplify the presentation that follows, we will 
replace the sample quantile function defined in the Introduction by the dis- 
tributionally equivalent version given by 
Qn(u) = Q(u~nu,+ ,,n) for UE (0, 1). 
Let w  be a real valued function defined on (0, 1) satisfying 
(A) w  is nonnegative, continuous a.e. on (0, l), and bounded on 
(6, 1 - 6) for every 0 < 6 c t. Further, assume that 
(B) Q is absolutely continuous inside (0, 1) with a quantile density 
function h = Q’ (cf. Parzen [ 171) satisfying condition (A); and 
(C) w  is chosen so that 
5 
1 
d(u) P(u) U(1 -U) dz4 < co. 
0 
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For any integer k 2 1, let H, denote the class of all functions 
f= (fO ,..., fk) such that f: [0, l] --f [Wk+‘, where foEL2(0, 1) and each fi 
for i = l,..., k is a constant function. When we endow Hk with the inner 
product 
Cf3 g)H= (h9 80) + i fi gi, 
i=l 
(Ilfl/L = lljJ/‘+ ct=, ff), H, is easily shown to be a separable Hilbert 
space. 
Let B denote a Brownian bridge defined on [0, 11. Choose k real valued 
measurable functions I, ,..., I, defined on [0, l] such that 
(D) Illill’ < 00 and (li, 1 ) = 0 for i = l,..., k; and set 
Li = - j,: ii(u) dB(u) for i = l,..., k. 
(The stochastic integrals in this paper are interpreted as expected mean- 
square limits as in Arnold [2].) 
Consider the process 
(whB, L, ,..., Lk) = G = (Go,..., G,). 
Under assumptions (C) and (D), G is a Gaussian process taking values in 
Hk with covariance function 
&&Y, t) = Cov(G&), G,(t)) = w(s) h(s) w(t) h( t)(s A t - st), 
I&(s, t) = Cov(G&), Gi) = -W(S) h(s) \; l,(u) du 
for i= l,..., k, and 
K&, t) = J’ I,(u) I,(u) du 
for 1 < i, j < k. (It is necessary that condition (C) hold in order for whB to 
be a L2(0, 1) valued Gaussian process and hence for G to be a Hk valued 
Gaussian process. Refer to p. 179 of Parthasarathy [16].) 
Consider the following version of the weighted empirical quantize process 
based on w  and Q: 
C’(u) = n”2w(U)(Qn(U) - Q(u)) for uE(l/(n+l),n/(n+l)) 
and equal to zero elsewhere. 
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For each n > 1 let L ,,“,..., L,,, be k measurable functions of U, ,..., U, 
such that for i= I,..., k, 
Write 
G, = (r;, L,,..., LJ. 
THEOREM. Assume that conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D) hold. Whenever 
(E) r; conuerges weakly to whB in L*(O, l), 
the process G, converges weakly to G in H,. 
Proof Applying Theorem 2.2, p. 154 of Parthasarathy [16] we must 
verify that 
(i) the sequence of measures induced by G, on H is conditionally 
compact, and 
(ii) for each f E H,, 
<f, GA++ <f, G)H. 
First consider (i). Since r,“’ converges weakly to whB and L;,, --% L, for 
each i= l,..., k, (i) is automatic. (See problem 6, p. 41, of Billingsley [3].) 
To prove (ii) we require a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Assume (A), (B), and (C). Zf Ilr,“‘/ * is bounded in probability, 
then for every f E L*( 0, 1) 
(f, r;> = -(f, whE,) +oJl). 
Proof Choose any f E L’(O, 1). Let d = (a: a is a bounded and con- 
tinuous real valued function defined on [0, l] and equal to zero on 
[0,6)u(l-6, l] for some O<s<t}. Choose any a~&. 
Observe that 
I(f,r,“>+(f,wh&)I 
< I(f --a, r;>I + I(f -a, whE,)l+ I(a, r;) + (a, whE,)l. 
Since aw is also in d, Theorem 1 of Boos [4] implies that 
(a, r,“) + (a, whE,) = oJ1). 
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Now by applying Schwarz’s inequality to the first two terms of the right 
side of the above inequality, we have 
ICC r,“‘> + (f, w@,)I G Ilf-4 II~,“‘II + IV-4 IlWhE”II +Q). 
Assumption (C) implies that )(whE,(( is also bounded in probability. Since 
it is easily shown that d is dense in L2(0, 1 ), a routine argument completes 
the proof of the lemma. 1 
Choose any f E H,, by Lemma 1 
Assumption (D) along with the central limit theorem implies that the 
right side of the above equality converges in distribution to (f, G),. 
Now consider the version of the weighted empirical quantile process 
given by 
q,“‘(u)= w,(~,{Q,(~,-Q((Cnul+ lY(n+ 1))I 
for u E (0, 1 ), where M~,J U) = w( ( [nu] + 1 )/(n + 1)). Let 
Gl = (q,“‘, ~,.,Y.., bvl). 
We have the following obvious corollary to the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of the theorem, whenever 
(F) llq;-r,“‘l12~ 0, 
G, converges weak1.v in H, to G. 
For many practical applications, a convenient set of sufficient conditions 
for (E) and (F) to hold, as given in Mason [14], are the following: In 
addition to (A) and (B), assume 
(M.l) forsome -co<v,,v,<co,andO<M<a~, 
h(u) < Mu”‘( 1 - u)“* for all u E (0, 1); 
(M.2) there exists a nonnegative function g that is monotone on 
(0, $1 and [f, 1) with w(u) < g(u) for every u E (0, l), and for which 
s 
I 
g2(u) u2”l+‘(1 -~)~“z+’ du< CO. 
0 
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3. WEAK CONVERGENCE IN L’(O, 1) OF THE ESTIMATED 
WEIGHTED EMPIRICAL QUANTILE PROCESS 
In this section, we use the theorem of Section 2 to establish conditions 
under which the e.w.e.q. process converges weakly in L2(0, 1) to a Gaussian 
process. The following assumptions are required: 
(I) For each 8 = (0, ,..., 19,) in an open neighbourhood N of 0, = 
(0 ,,i ,..., 6&J E Rk the quantile function Q( ., CI), with associated quantile 
density function h( . , O), satisfies condition (B). 
(II) For each u~(0, 1) and 1 <i,j<k, 
Di(u, 0) = -& Q(u, 01, 
I 
exist and are continuous in N. 
(III) For each 1 6 id k, the estimator Oi of 8,,, is of the form 
di2( 0, - B,,i) = n ~ I” i li( Uj, e,) + op( 1 ), 
.I= 1 
where each Zi( ., 0,) satisfies condition (D). 
Let w  be any weight function defined on (0, 1) x QD such that 
(IV) w( ., 0) satisfies condition (A) for each 0 E @. 
Assume that w( ., 0) and h( ., 0) are such that 
(v) 0 <j:, w2(u, e,) h$, e,) u(i - u) du < n0, 
(VI) {u:w(~,0)#O}={~:~(~,t3~)#O}~Zforall0~N,and 
(VII) liqeo-eil +o 1, (w( u, e)/w( u, 0,) - 1)’ du = 0. 
(Here II.Ij denotes the usual Euclidean norm in Rk.) Let 
Mj,j(u) = SUP IDi,j(k et 
OGN 
(VIII) There exist finite positive constants ,4 and B such that 
(a) max l<i,,<k s:, W2(U, 0,) Mtj(u) du< A; and 
(b) maxi $ ;< k j; W2(U, eo) p(U, 0,) dU 6 B. 
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For i= l,..., k and 0~ @I, let 
COROLLARY 2. Under assumptions (I))(VIII ), whenever r: converges 
weakly in L2(0, 1) to the process w( ., f3,) h( ., 0,) B(. ), i,“‘ converges weakl-v 
in L2(0, 1) to the process 
/ie,(.)=w(.,~O)h(.,e0)B(.)- i gi(.,%)&,,. 
i= 1 
Proof: Consider the functional @ mapping H,+ to L’(O, 1) defined by 
w)=f,- 2 gi(9,)fi 
i=l 
for each f E H,. Assumption (VIII)(b) implies that @ is a continuous 
functional. First consider the process 
F;(u) = n”*w(u, e,)(Q,(u) - Q(u, 0)) 
for u E (l/(n + l), n/(n + 1)) and equal to zero elsewhere. A second-order 
Taylor series expansion in combination with (III) and (VIII)(a) gives that 
for all n sufficiently large and with probability approaching 1, 
II @(r,W, n”2(iJ, - 8,,,) ,..., n”*(Qk - 0,,,)) - ?,“‘I1 * 
k* 
6- max 
4n I s 
’ w’(u, 0,) M;(u) du IIn”‘@ -00)))4 = O& 1). 
Ci.i<k 0 
But by the theorem @(r,“, n’j2(8, - O,,O),..., nl’*(ok - f3,,,)) converges weakly 
in L*(O, 1) to A,,, thus we can conclude the same for ?;. 
Applying Schwarz’s inequality, we have 
IlF;-P,wl12< j,(w’(u, 6)/w*@, O,)- 1)2d~jlr”;ll”; 
Conditions (III), (VI), and (VII) together imply that this last expression 
converges in probability to zero. 1 
We next consider the process &‘. For this purpose, we introduce the 
following alternatives to conditions (VII) and (VIII). 
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(VII’) Jim 11e - eoll +o J, Cw,(u, fl)lw,(u, 0,) - 1 I’ du = 0. 
(VIII’) Condition (VIII)(b) holds, 
(a’) max I<i.j<kJhMi(([nul+ lM(n+ 1)) wZ(U,‘O)~U~C 
for some 0 < C < co uniformly in n >, 1, and 
(b’) for each 1 <i<k, 
lim 
5 * Cw(u9 60) Di(UY 00) - W,(% Qo) n 4 ,cr, * 
xDi(([nu] + l)/(n+ l), e,)]‘du=O. 
The proof of the following corollary is very similar to that of 
Corollary 2, so is omitted. 
COROLLARY 3. Under assumpfions (I)-(VI), (VII'), and (VIII'), 
whenever the conclusion of Corollary 2 holds and 
then 41 converges weakly in L’(0, I ) to the process A,,. 
Remark 1. Since I/. (1’ is a continuous functional defined on L’(0, I ), 
Corollary 3 gives conditions under which the Cram&-von Mises type test 
T, = 114,“11’~ I141,112. 
Remark 2. The covariance function of the Gaussian process /ieO, is 
given by 
c (~3 f)= Ko.ok t)- go(s) Kb.,(s, t) - Ko,,(s, t) g;(t) 
+ go(s) J%(t), 
where V is the k x k matrix with (i, j)th element K,,,(s, t), K,.,(s, t) is the 
1 x k vector withjth element &Js, t), and g,(s) is the 1 x k vector withjth 
element g,(s, 19,). (X’ denotes the transpose of X.) Thus except for location 
and/or scale families with particular choices for the weight functions w  and 
specific forms of the estimator of 8,, the asymptotic null distribution of 
these test statistics will depend on O,, the parametric family of dis- 
tributions, and the covariance matrix of 6. 
Assuming the existence of the information matrix .p;B, the above 
covariance function reduces to 
c is, t) = Ko,o(& f) -gob) ,a,’ t&(t), 
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whenever 8 is asymptotically efficient. In fact, for location/scale families of 
distributions C (s, t) is parameter-free for the weight function w(u, 0) = 
o-‘fO(QO(u)), since in this case K&s, t) = s A t - st, go(s) = a-‘(fo(Qo(s)), 
h(Q&)) Q&)), and 4;,$ = a*4&. 
Remark 3. Many standard parameter estimators typically satisfy con- 
dition (II), for instance, M-estimators, maximum likelihood estimators, 
and general minimum distance estimators. Refer to Serfling [ 181, LaRiccia 
[ 131, Govindarajulu and Mason [ 111, and Burke et al. [S]. 
4. CRAMJ~R-VON MISES TYPE STATISTICS BASED ON THE 
QUANTILE FUNCTION FOR THE LOCATION/SCALE CASE 
In this section, we apply the results of Section 3 to obtain, under mild 
regularity conditions, the asymptotic null distribution of Cramtr- 
von Mises type statistics based on the sample quantile function for the 
[L/S] H,, case. We will require the following assumptions on Q,, w( ., ~1, a) 
and (fi, 6): 
(C.l) QO has a quantile density function h, that satisfies condition 
(A); 
(C.2) w(., p, a) = 0 ~ ‘w,J. ), where w,, satisfies condition (A); and 
(C.3) 4 and B are estimates of pLo and (rO such that 
n”‘(fi-p(J=n -1’260 f I,(Uj)+Op(l), 
i= 1 
where 1, and l2 satisfy condition (D). 
Consider the statistic 
T, = i C+,(i/(n + 1 ,,(Qn(i/(n + 1)) -P - &A,(i/(n + 1 )))I*/~’ 
i=l 
= 114~l12. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose in addition to (C. 1) through (C.3), that con- 
ditions (M.l) and (M.2) given in Section 2 hold for some v, and v2 < - 1, 
then 
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where 
A,=w,h,B+w, jol l,(s) @(s) + woQo jol MS) MS). 
(Note that the distribution of A, is parameter free.) 
Proof. Conditions (M.l) and (M.2) imply that r; converges weakly in 
L’(O, 1) to w,h,B and Ijr,“‘-q,“(12P* 0. (Refer to Mason [14].) 
We now verify the remaining conditions of Corollary 3. Since 
Q( *, p, a) = aQ,,( . ) + p, (C.l) implies (I), and (II) holds trivially. Condition 
(III) is (C.3) and (IV) follows from (C.2). Observe that by (M.l) and 
W.2), 
i 
I 
w;(u) h;(u) u( 1 - u) du < CO, 
0 
hence (V) is satisfied. (VI) and (VII’) are implied by (C.2); and (VIII’)(a’) 
is obvious. 
Finally, we must show that (VIII)(b) and (VIII’)(b’) are satisfied. Notice 
that since both v, and v2 are less than - 1, we can choose a finite positive 
constant C such that 
IQo(u)l d CM”+ ‘( 1 - u)“2+ I 
for all u E (0, 1). Hence by (M.2) 
1’ Q;(u) w;(u) du < C2 1; g2(u) u’“‘+~( 1 - u)*“~+~ du, 
which is finite by the second part of condition (M.2). By our choice of v1 
and v2, this immediately gives 
s 
1 
s 
I 
w;(u) du < g2(u) du < 00. 
0 0 
The finiteness of these two sets of integrals implies condition (VIII)(b). 
To establish condition (VIII’)(b’), we must verify that both 
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and 
I ; (~~(~)Qo(u)-w,((Cnul+l)l(n+l)) 
x Qo(([nu] + 1 )/(n + 1,))’ du + 0; 
but since IV,< g and [w,(u) QO(u)I d Cg(u) ~“l+~(l -u)“~+‘, where g is 
monotone on (0, $1 and [$, l), a standard uniform integrability argument 
completes the proof. 1 
Remark 4. The conditions of Corollary 4 should be compared with the 
strict smoothness conditions required by Csorgii and Revesz [6] to obtain 
the asymptotic null distribution of M,(1). Also the assumptions on the 
estimators are more relaxed than those required by Aly and Csiirgii [l]. 
Remark 5. If ,L? = Fn and 8 = s,, and it is assumed that 
s ; Qo(u)du=O, j’ o Q;(u)du l, j; Q;(u)du<oo 
then by an elementary argument (C.3) holds with I, = Q, and 
I, = (Qi - 1)/2. L-estimators of location and scale also typically satisfy 
(C.3). These conditions mean that EX= p, E(X- cl)’ = a’, and EX4 < CO. 
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